
Wageningen, 15 May 2007 

 

 

Nama Penerima Surat (dengan gelar) 

Manchester Business School, The University of Manchester 

 

 

Dear Dr. ……………, 

 

Re: Applying for PhD Business Administration at the Manchester Business School 

 

My name is …………. (male, 28, Indonesian) and I would like to apply for the PhD 

position at the Manchester Business School, focusing on the dynamics of CSR 

implementation. 

 

At the moment, I am reading MSc in International Development Studies at Wageningen 

University and Research Centre, the Netherlands. Having started my study in September 

2005, I am now expecting to complete my study by August 2007. My research thesis is 

titled “………………” and supervised by ………………... 

 

Prior to my Masters study, I was a Research Associate at The Business Watch Indonesia 

and worked as a Research Officer with the Research Centre of the University of Surabaya, 

Indonesia. During 2003-2005 I conducted some researches into corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) practices and conceptualisations in Indonesia, one of which was to 

established general implementation guidelines and standards for companies.  

 

I have been continuing this pursuit in my Masters degree in the Netherlands (2005-2007) 

and focusing my Masters thesis in CSR. In hindsight, I find CSR is still very much in need 

of proper conceptualisation in its implementation, despite of abundant theoretical debates 

about it and an increasing implementation in firms. Furthermore, as CSR scheme involved 

multiple actors (i.e. firms, government, and society), studies on dynamics of CSR’s 

implementation are also important. 

 

This is the main motivation for me to propose to study the possibility on finding basis for 

CSR concept and its implementation dynamics (e.g. firms’ strategic behaviour, 

implementation incentives, and government policy). By taking Oil Palm Plantation 

Industry in Indonesia as a case study, I intend to analyse the dynamics of CSR 

implementation, especially when it is coupled to poverty alleviation agenda. A more 

detailed account of the research proposal is attached in this application. 

 

For your consideration and as requested by the application guidelines, I attach these 

following documents: 

1. A completed application form. 

2. A full bio containing publications, research experiences, and work experiences 

among other information. 

3. A research proposal. 

4. Endorsement letters from my study advisor (also with a referee report), thesis 

supervisor (also with a referee report), employers, and some scholars. 

5. An academic transcript for courses I had accomplished so far. 

6. A confirmation letters regarding my expected completion date. 



7. A confirmation letters verifying that my postgraduate study is conducted fully in 

English. 

8. A most recent English proficiency certificate (IELTS) taken on 10 January 2004. 

 

I would welcome an interview and hope to hear from you at your earliest convenience.  

Thank you. 

 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

 

………………… 

MSc students of International Development Studies 

Wageningen University and Research Centre, the Netherlands 

 

Home address: 

……………….. 

Tel. +31 – …………….. 

Email: …………….  


